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study shows that people’s goals associated with regulatory focus influence the interpretation of verbal versus numerical uncertainty
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Anchors in Range Pricing: How Do Consumers Choose What to Pay?
Annie Peng Cui, West Virginia University, USA

Jennifer Wiggins Johnson, Kent State University, USA

How do consumers decide what price to pay when they are asked to choose a price within a range of acceptable prices? We suggest
that consumers interpret the price range as a range estimate reference price. We show that consumers perceive the endpoints of the range
as external anchors and adjust their willingness to pay in the direction of both anchors. In addition, the introduction of a midpoint into the
price range increases the likelihood that consumers will choose the midpoint as their price. We further show that different consumers rely
more heavily on different anchors in their pricing decision.

The Influence of Regulatory Focus on the Interpretation of Verbal Versus Numerical
Probabilistic Information

Ahmad Daryanto, Newcastle Business School, UK

Abstract
This research examines the link between regulatory focus and people’s interpretation of verbal versus numerical probabilistic. Our

study shows that people’s goals associated with regulatory focus influence the interpretation of verbal versus numerical uncertainty
information. The findings indicate regulatory fit occurs when prevention focus is matched with numerical information, whereas no fit
effect occurs when promotion focus is matched with verbal information. Our study reveals that people in fit effect assign more values to
an advocated program and show a higher motivation to engage in the program.

Overview of the Research
In everyday life, people encounter with uncertainty information. The information can be expressed either in words or numbers. For

instance, recently, the US presidential candidate, John McCain, commented about current US economic situation: “I would say that it’s
very likely and more and more economists are saying that, that we are probably in a recession “ (CNN Live Feed, Atlanta, GA, 3/7/08).
In another occasion, Alan Greenspan, a former US Federal Reserve chairman, preferred to describe the economic situation by using
numbers instead of words: “There is more than a 50 percent chance the United States could go into recession” (www.bloomberg.com).
Considerable research has examined how people interpret these two modes of information, i.e., verbal versus numerical expression (e.g.,
Von Winterfeld and Edwards, 1986). However, research findings regarding people preference for these two formats is unequivocal. Some
have shown that numerical formats are preferable than verbal formats (e.g., Von Winterfeld and Edwards, 1986), some others
demonstrated a greater preference for verbal formats (e.g., Brun and Teigen, 1988), whereas others have documented equal preferences
for both formats (e.g., Wallsten, Budescu, and Zwick, 1993; Budescu, Weinberg, and Wallsten, 1988). Although, some research has
examined the influence of moderating variables (e.g., perceived risk with respect to the consequences of information; Merz, Druzdzel and
Mazur, 1997; availability of specific data in the large amount; Wallsten, Budescu and Zwick, 1993), which may play a role in the preferred
mode of information, the potential influence of people’s motives in processing of information has received less attention (for an exception
Halamish et al., 2008). Therefore, the primary objective of the present research is to examine regulatory focus as another potential
moderator. In the present study, we considered the role of regulatory focus (i.e., promotion and prevention focus) on the interpretation
of verbal vs. numerical probabilistic information. Our aim is to contribute to the extant literature of probabilistic information processing.

Significance and Implication of the Research
Studies of numerical versus verbal probabilities generally found that verbal information was perceived to be more highly imprecise,

vague, and subject to multiple interpretations and was influenced by the severity of the consequences associated with information (e.g.,
Merz, Druzdzel, and Mazur, 1991). For example, low probability of getting a lower grade was interpreted differently than low chance of
passing an exam. Nevertheless, verbal expression was perceived to be more natural than numbers, easier to understand, and better suited
to express vagueness (Wallsten, Budescu, and Zwick, 1993). However, Brun and Teigen (1988) found that verbal information is less
preferable for patients because they find it difficult to comprehend and imprecise (e.g. “how low is my chance to get the disease?”). Authors
who support the preference for verbal over numerical formats argued that verbal probability expression is more consistent with human
intuitive thinking than numerical probability expression (e.g., Doupnik and Richter, 2004). Therefore, these calls for a need to gain a deeper
understanding how people process probabilistic information.

With respect to processing verbal vs. numerical probabilistic information, we proposed that regulatory fit occurs when promotion
focus is matched with verbal formats, whereas when prevention focus is matched with numerical format. In these situations, we expect
that promotion-focused people will assign more value to an object and exhibit stronger goal pursuits when they are presented with verbal
probability expression rather than numerical probability expression. In contrast, we expect prevention-focused people to assign more value
to an object and exhibit stronger goal pursuits when they are presented with numerical probability expression rather than verbal probability
expression. To support this prediction, the link between RF and verbal versus numerical processing is established as follows. First, the
preference for either a verbal of a numerical format relates to the preference for either abstract of concrete information (Budescu, Weinberg,
and Wallsten, 1988, Winschilt and Wells, 1996). In the context of RF, the issue of how people process abstract and concrete information
also appears. Semin, Higgins, and Montes (2005) demonstrate that prevention-focused people prefer concrete information because of its
relation to a strategic focus on vigilance to maintain security and ought goals (i.e., duty and obligations). In contrast, promotion-focused
people prefer abstract information to concrete, because of its relation to a strategic focus on eagerness and ideal goals (i.e., hopes and
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aspirations). Semin, Higgins, and Montes (2005) also reveal that promotion-focused people indicate greater intentions to exercise when
the benefit of that exercise is communicated with abstract terms, such as “exercise can increase endurance levels and energy.” In contrast,
prevention-focused persons show a higher intention to exercise when its benefits are communicated in more concrete ways, such as
“exercise can burn approximately 440 calories per hour.”

To test our prediction, we designed a 2x2 between-subjects experiment in which we manipulate regulatory focus (promotion vs.
prevention) and the mode of presentation (verbal vs. numeric). We investigate the regulator fit effect in the situation of moderate-to-high
probabilities, because under low-to-moderate probabilities (i.e., around 30%), both promotion and prevention-focused respondents have
the same subjective interpretation of the likelihood of an event (Kluger et al. 2004). This prediction was tested in a study involving
hypothetical scenarios. Participants in the promotion condition read an appeal about the possibility of join unique career training which
may help them getting a future job that they really want. Participants in the prevention condition read an appeal about the possibility of
joining unique career training which may help them avoiding a future job that they do not want. After reading this text, participants read
either verbal (e.g, “it is very likely that you get the job you want”) or numerical probabilistic information regarding the benefits of the
program (e.g., “ an 80% chance of getting the job”. After reading the scenario, participants rated their attitudes toward the program (3
items), their intention to join the program (2 items), using 7-point scales, anchored by strongly disagree [1] and strongly agree [7]. We
also included items for manipulation checks for the modes of uncertainty information. The scale is adapted from a scale developed by
Winschilt and Wells (1996) with the objective of cross checking whether respondents have the same interpretation about the magnitude
of verbal and numerical uncertainty information. Participants who viewed the numerical format (i.e., 80% chance) indicated their verbal
interpretations of these chances on 11-point scales ranging from impossible to certain. Participants in the verbal format condition (i.e.,
quite likely) instead indicated their numeric interpretation of this information on 11-point scales ranging from 0% to 100%.

With regard to presentation modes, the results show a non-significant difference between the numerical (MNUMERIC=3.2, SD=1.16,
i.e., between rather likely–quite likely) and verbal (MVERBAL=3.82, SD=0.81, i.e., 70%-80%, (t(85)=1.35, p>0.05). This result highlights
respondents interpret verbal and numerical probability expressions as in the range of moderate-to-high.

To test the regulatory fit effect, the three attitude items (α=0.94) and two intention items are averaged (0.92). As predicted, an analysis
of variance yielded a highly significant interaction between regulatory focus and mode of presentation on program attitude F(1,85)=5.43,
p<0.05 and intention, F(1,85)=4.33, p<0.05. As predicted, participants who read program benefits framed in prevention had more
favourable attitude toward the program when presented with numerical uncertainty information (M =6.21 vs 5.36, t(36)=2.77). Contrary
to what we expect, no fit effect was found when participants read program benefits framed in promotion with verbal information.

These finding highlights the importance of fitting regulatory focus with probabilistic information. Additional research is needed to
investigate the underlying mechanism of the fit effect (e.g., perceive confidence of the likelihood of event occurrence, the influence of
problem context (on-going study)). For instance, the context of our study is promotion. Therefore, this may explain why we did not observe
fit effect in the promotion-verbal condition.
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